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Artist’s CV  
Malcolm trained as an architect in Aberdeen, Scotland in the 1980’s before moving 
south of the border to practice architecture. In London, he worked on the restoration 
and extension of a number of heritage buildings and, in the process, learnt how 
previous generations of architects designed their buildings.  
  
Malcolm settled in Perth, Western Australia, in the mid 1990’s where he pursued his 
interest in the bigger picture of how cities are put together. After four years as urban 
designers in the WA State Government, Malcolm and his partner, Munira, 
established Mackay Urbandesign in 2003 and have become the State’s leading 
practitioners in urban design.  
  
In addition to being a Director of Mackay Urbandesign, Malcolm is a current member 
of the State Government’s Development Assessment Panel and sits on the Design 
Advisory Committees of the City of Perth, the City of Melville and the Town of 
Victoria Park.  
  
Throughout his professional development, Malcolm never lost his interest in 
traditional architecture. In 2011, Malcolm embarked on a new personal journey that 
began with an epiphany in Adelaide and was motivated by the realisation that, in all 
probability, there is more sand in the bottom half than the top half of life’s timepiece. 
Malcolm’s new personal journey is a celebration of traditional architecture through 
the art of architectural drawing. 
  
In 2012, Malcolm entered his first art competition, the Black Swan Heritage Art Prize, 
and received a special commendation for his drawing of Perth Railway Station. He 
also was given the opportunity for an inaugural solo exhibition of his work in 2013 at 
the prestigious Linton and Kay gallery in Perth.  
 
Artist’s summary statement 
My aim is quite simply to do my bit to keep the spirit of traditional architecture alive.  
The images are part of a longer-term project – ‘around the world in 80 buildings’ – 
that celebrates the global diversity of traditional architecture.  
 
Artist’s detailed statement 
It began in Adelaide, whilst walking through the city centre admiring the architecture. 
Adelaide, is a cultured city that saw great prosperity in times gone by and celebrated 
its success with great architecture. The latter part of the 20th century was less kind to 
Adelaide but, as a result, many of its older buildings weren’t torn down and replaced 
with glass boxes, as was the case in more prosperous cities such as Perth. 
  
Walking around Adelaide’s city centre I lamented the fact that current generations of 
architects lack the knowledge and skills to design buildings of such richness and 
beauty. It occurred to me that I knew at least something of the lost art and, perhaps, I 
could do something to keep the tradition alive: if not through real buildings, then at 
least though architectural drawing. 
  
As my friend, Chip Kaufmann, said to me; “the real value in heritage and tradition is 
not in worshiping the ashes, but keeping the fire alive”. And so, an idea was born. 
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In creating the images, I’ve given myself five simple rules:  
  
1. Don’t draw existing buildings. If you want an image of an existing building, then 
take a photograph, but in doing so you’re simply worshipping the ashes of a prior 
generation. Keeping the flame of tradition alive requires the learning and application 
of the design skills of previous generations. 
  
2. Don’t work in the personal ‘style’ of another architect; focus on the architecture 
than comes from a place and/or a time, rather than a particular person. With a few 
exceptions, great architecture transcends the charisma of an individual person. 
 
3. Draw freehand. In an age of computers and digital photography, we consume the 
‘perfection’ of digital imagery with such ease that we barely notice the content. A 
freehand drawing not only encourages the viewer to pause and, hopefully, think 
about has been drawn, but demonstrates that architecture is a human endeavour, 
not the output of a machine 
 
4. Work with the natural harmonies of proportion. Proportion lies at the heart of 
everything we consider beautiful. We are attuned to proportion to the point that our 
appreciation of it is instinctive. So why has it become a lost skill for our current 
generations of architects? 
 
5. Avoid absolute symmetry. Why? Symmetry is a powerful design device that, like 
capital letters and exclamation marks, can be over used. Symmetry is at its most 
pleasing when it is incorporated into the elements of an asymmetrical composition. 
 
#1 Australian house; 2011 (60x90cm; mixed media on MDF board)  
“This was my first foray into composing a traditional elevation; the first tentative step 
on the journey. I stayed in the familiar territory of the Australian suburban landscape. 
The building is not drawn from any one particular influence, but from a variety of 
buildings that I have driven past over the years” 
 
#2 San Francisco house; 2011  (90x60cm; mixed media on MDF board) 
“Having just returned from a trip up the west coast of the US and Canada, I was keen 
to capture some of what I saw. The timber houses of San Francisco have always 
entranced me and it’s clear to see why the painted ladies of Alamo Square are some 
of the most photographed buildings in the US. However, I thought some of the 
proportions of their elements looked awkward, so I took the overall form of the 
houses and the general detailing and reworked it with a more rigorous system of 
proportioning.” 
 
#3 Portland House; 2012 (60x90cm; mixed media on MDF board) 
“One of the architectural highlights of the US trip was discovering the Simon Benson 
house in Portland. Having instantly fallen in love with it, I decided to use it as the 
starting point for an elevation that sought to capture the essence of the architecture 
whilst still being something of my own.” 
 
#4 Venetian palazzo; 2012 (90x60cm; mixed media on MDF board) 
“We have a print on our wall at home – a Monet painting of the Palazzo Dario. I’ve 
always loved the ‘east-meets-west’ architecture of Venice and thought the general 
composition of Monet’s subject would be an interesting starting point for my own 
Palazzo Mackay. It’s clearly a different building, but the family resemblance is there, 
and that combination of diversity and commonality is part of what makes great cities.” 
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#5 Australian urban building; 2012 (90x60cm; mixed media on MDF board) 
“Walking down Collins Street in Melbourne, a building on the corner of King Street 
caught my eye. I liked the composition of the elevations, their elements and details. 
The richness of the architecture was very Melbourne, but I wondered what the 
building might look like if it had been a more modest Perth building and, perhaps, 
with a bit more of an Arts and Crafts twist” 
 
#6 Perth railway station: What could have been; 2012 (90x180cm; mixed 
media on MDF board) 
“This piece breaks my rule of not drawing someone else’s design. The image is the 
front elevation of George Temple-Poole’s original design for the Perth railway station. 
Alas, it was never realised and what was built was a mere shadow of the original 
design. Because it is a design that was a never built, I can convince myself that I’m 
not worshipping the ashes but keeping the fire alive; albeit George Temple-Poole’s 
fire.” 
 
#7 Scottish capriccio; 2012 (90x60cm; mixed media on MDF board) 
“I’ve always loved the work of a particular group of Scottish architects – James 
McLaren, Charles Rennie Mackintosh, and Mackay Hugh Baillie-Scott. They all had 
their own particular take on the Arts and Craft movement, but there is recognisable 
thread of DNA that runs through their work. Without trying to work in anyone’s 
particular ‘style’, my elevation is simply a fun and somewhat whimsical exploration of 
a great period of Scottish architecture”.  
 
#8 Queensland house; 2012 (60x90cm; mixed media on MDF board) 
“Of all the regional variations of Australian architecture, the traditional ‘Queenslander’ 
has to be the most distinctive and enigmatic. Constructed of lightweight materials 
and raised above the landscape on stilts, it’s an obvious response to the heat and 
humidity of Australia’s northeast. I’m often fascinated by the Queenslander’s inherent 
tension between the exuberance that lightweight construction offers, and the 
architectural modesty borne out of the need to retreat from the heat of the tropical 
sun.” 
 
#9 Scottish baronial tower, 2012 (90x60cm; mixed media on MDF board)  
“Being brought up in the north of Scotland, the baronial tower house was a familiar 
sight. Their solidity and sculptural qualities are a great match for the majesty of the 
highland landscape, but if you look carefully you’ll notice echoes of French chateaus, 
and the architecture of the Netherlands and northern Germany – a reminder that in 
the past, Scotland was culturally closer to continental Europe than to her immediate 
neighbour to the south. As for peach; it’s not a colour you would normally think to 
paint a castle with its overtones of testosterone-fuelled, sword-waving chieftains, but 
it works really well in the landscape.” 
 
#10 Perth palazzo; 2012 (90x60cm; mixed media on MDF board) 
“This elevation draws heavily on George Temple Poole’s Land Titles Office, which is 
without doubt my favourite building in Perth. The unfinished north elevation to Hay 
Street has been shrouded in scaffolding for as long as I can remember, but now that 
refurbishment is underway, it appears destined to be ‘completed’ with a large sheet 
of glass. As an alternative approach, I thought it would be fun to finish my 
interpretation of the elevation in a manner more sympathetic with the original intent.” 
 
#11 Imagined Italian street; 2013 (90x180cm; mixed media on MDF board) 
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“Up until now, all the images have been architectural but it was only a matter of time 
before I was tempted to include some urban design given what I do for a living. 
Urban design can be described, quite simply, as the conversation between buildings 
when two or more of them gather in the same place.” 
 
#12 Hawthorn House, Melbourne; 2013 (90x60cm; mixed media on MDF 
board) 
“A common refrain in Perth is “everything is better in Melbourne”. The weather may 
not be but the terraced houses certainly are. The elegance, the richness of detail and 
the funky polychromatic brickwork of the domestic architecture are, along with the 
trams, part of what makes Melbourne a special and unique city. As for the title of 
‘Hawthorn House’; it’s not because the image is inspired by a house in Hawthorn, it’s 
because the colour scheme bears a passing resemblance to the Hawthorn football 
club. Go the Hawks!” 
 
#13 Melbourne mansion; 2013 (60x90cm; mixed media on MDF board) 
“Another image inspired by a recent trip to Melbourne. The inner eastern suburbs of 
Melbourne are a rich vein of architecture from a period when Victoria was riding a 
wave of affluence derived from a mining boom. It makes you wonder what future 
generations will think of the architectural legacy of Western Australia’s current mining 
boom. Not much, I suspect :-( ” 
 
#14 Doorway; 2013 (90x60cm; mixed media on MDF board) 
“This door could be anywhere. The classical language of Greek and Roman was the 
first ‘international style’ and can be found all over the world. It is a common point of 
reference wherever we travel and provides comfort in the familiar. The portico and 
columns are also symbols of authority and wealth that have been understood for 
centuries and provide architects with a tool to intuitively communicate the role of a 
building – unless, of course, they’re modern architects in which case they can’t 
because modern architecture doesn’t have symbols. Perhaps that’s one of the 
reasons that many people don’t understand modern architecture?” 
 
#15 English folly 2013 (90x60cm; mixed media on MDF board) 
“Two of the many delights of England are buildings that you can pass through, and 
the follies that dot the landscape. Pass-though buildings include gatehouses, 
ceremonial arches, old entrances to walled towns or stabling areas, or buildings that 
straddle old medieval lanes. As for the follies (an unfortunate name), their principal 
purpose was to look good in the landscape. Is that such a silly thing? This image 
seeks to combine both delights into a pass-though folly. Architecture history buffs 
may be able to trace the inspiration to Burghley House in Lincolnshire.” 
 
#16 USA City tower 2013 (180x90cm; mixed media on MDF board) 
“I’ve always wanted to draw a tower – maybe it’s a man thing. The US was incredibly 
lucky in that its cities started to take off while architects were still working in 
traditional and decorative languages. It’s not hard to argue that towers such as the 
Woolworth or Chrysler buildings in New York are beautiful things. By the time 
Australian cities reached for the skies, Modernism had also taken off. So, we’re stuck 
with mundane towers. This image, inspired by American architects such as Cass 
Gilbert, is a glimpse of what we perhaps could have had, or could still have if we 
really wanted to.” 
 
#17 Mitzi’s Indian Palace; 2013 (60x90cm; mixed media on MDF board) 
“I’ve always been fascinated by the richness and sensuality of the architecture of the 
Indian sub-continent. In fact, the very first picture I did, back in the early nineties 
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before life got in the way of drawing for twenty years, was an Indian garden pavilion. 
So, I thought It was timely to revisit the architecture that had originally inspired my 
passion for the diverse language of buildings around the world.“ 
 
#18 Recollections of Hoi An, Vietnam; 2013 (60x90cm; mixed media on 
MDF board) 
“Vietnam is one of those counties where the events of history have led to a 
fascinating juxtaposition of architectural elements from different cultures. One of the 
reasons that Hoi An was so memorable for me was because the notes of Chinese, 
Japanese, and European culture created a composition that was greater than the 
sum of its parts. It’s no surprise that Hoi An is a UNESCO world heritage site.“ 
 
#19 A taste of France; 2013 (90x60cm; mixed media on MDF board) 
“One of the joys of an Australian winter is settling down in the evening to watch the 
Tour de France; not necessarily for the bike race itself but for the landscapes that the 
cyclists pass through, and the buildings that populate them. This intent of this image 
is to distil the essence of the many chateaux, that are fleetingly captured by the 
helicopter’s TV cameras.” 
 
#20 Amsterdam townhouses; 2013 (60x900cm; mixed media on MDF 
board) 
“The townhouses that line Amsterdam’s canals are widely photographed. However, 
beyond the picturesque poses for the camera there are stories of voyages to all 
corners of Europe and beyond. As a major trade centre in centuries past, the 
townhouses of Amsterdam houses incorporate subtle flavours of other cities visited 
by their merchant owners.” 
 
 


